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Introduction

Our goal is to make you as successful as can be as an AceAmbassador. 
This handbook walks you through all the steps to promoting the 
BIOSENSE brand. 

If you have questions, please don’t hesitate for a moment to email us at 
support@mybiosense.com. Thank you and welcome to the BIOSENSE 
community! 



Orientation & 
Launch 

We are happy you are here! Our team 
would like to ensure your success as an 
AceAmbassador. We have compiled this 
guidebook to give you tools to assist in 
your success. 

● As member of the BIOSENSE community we 
encourage you to tout your knowledge and 
expertise of fitness, health, metabolism, or 
whatever your wellness strength. 

●Our users are a sophisticated, intelligent, 
health-conscious, curious, and compassionate 
bunch. Our goal is to enhance their knowledge 
and expertise in metabolic health and nutritional 
ketosis. 

●We will provide you with resources to also 
enhance your knowledge in this area. 



BIOSENSE 
Orientation 
Webinar

● View our webinar to learn about the 
BIOSENSE platform. 

● Learn the differences between ketone 
measurements.

● Find our webinar in our Knowledge 
Base along with other videos and 
articles about our device, nutritional 
ketosis, ways to improve health and 
more. 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1FEXG6aOqqeYCxnRYsNd43Wtcvy3SrUkS?usp=sharing


Get Started with BIOSENSE Sample Calendar
Monday - Blog Post 

Tuesday - Email #1 

Wednesday - Social Media #1

Thursday - Podcast Interview or Expert Article  

Friday - Email #2 

Saturday - Social Media #2

Sunday - Last Call Email 



Continued 
Campaigns 

Our goal is to create thriving long-term 
partnerships. This can be extremely 
lucrative to you for a long time to 
come. In the wake of your week-long 
effort, we recommend putting out 
content on a monthly or quarterly 
basis. 

● Integrate the BIOSENSE Journal into your 
regular correspondence (newsletters, 
notifications, posts)

● Provide nutritional ketosis or related health 
resources & content

● Ketogenic resources & guides
● Science of nutritional ketosis, news and 

research
● Diet & recipes
● Health & fitness articles
● Other low-carb lifestyle information



BIOSENSE Messaging

Benefits 
Accessibility/Just Breathe
● Ketone tracking with BIOSENSE requires nothing but your breath.
● Measurements can be taken anytime, anywhere.

Simple/No finger pricks or urine sticks
● BIOSENSE is painless. Just breathe, no pricks or sticks (blood or urine).

Clinically-backed
● Our clinical study showed that our high-resolution breath acetone meter can be used to predict blood 

BHB. Simply said, blood and breath ketones are highly correlated. 



BIOSENSE Messaging

How to Use
● Turn on the BIOSENSE device, to take a measurement Press Start, Blow (with moderate intensity), Results 

will appear if your app is open and in the foreground, your ACEs will sync. 
● BIOSENSE shows personalized insights into the depth and duration of ketosis
● We recommend measuring ketones 3-5 times per day for the best full day picture of your journey. Try 

tracking at these times: 
○ Wake-up/Bedtime
○ Before/After Exercise
○ Before/2-3 hrs After Eating



BIOSENSE Messaging

Differentiators  
● Superior Accuracy- BIOSENSE uses patent-pending deep lung sampling for high resolutions breath 

acetone levels
● Simple & Non Invasive- Just breathe; BIOSENSE requires only breath, no finger pricks or urine sticks.
● All-day, anytime, anywhere- BIOSENSE offers unlimited ketone testing done anywhere.
● See the fat-burn- Only BIOSENSE provides a full daily picture of the depth and duration of your ketosis, 

so you can see your true, fat metabolism rate.



Best Practices

● We have published our BIOSENSE Best Practices on our Blog. Take a look and find the best ways to 
use BIOSENSE. For example,

Best Routine

To reap the full rewards of the BIOSENSE™ device and app, we recommend taking 3-5 ketone measurements 
per day. This will give you the best insight into your nutritional ketosis journey. Our recommendation is to take 
measurements throughout the day exploring ACEs pre-meal/fasting, 1-3 hours post-meal, and before and after 
exercise. Over time you will find the habits and lifestyle choices that keep you in moderate and advanced 
ketosis. 

https://mybiosense.com/best-practices-when-using-your-biosense-device/
https://mybiosense.com/best-practices-when-using-your-biosense-device/


History & Mission

●We formed Readout Health to deliver on the vision of creating impactful and adherent lifestyle 
changes by enabling consumers and patients to finally understand their personal metabolic responses 
to their activities throughout the day.

● Take the guesswork out of nutritional ketosis. 

●With a simple breath our device gives users immediate feedback on the level of ketosis at that 
moment. 

●Multiple measurements or breaths show the quality (depth & duration of nutritional ketosis) of the 
user’s metabolic efficiency or fat burn.



Evolution of BIOSENSE

● The original idea stemmed from our founders’ personal story to create a clinical-grade solution for 
Type-1 diabetic children, allowing parents to non-invasively monitor for DKA. 

● Transformed to support tracking ketosis in novel reversal of Type-2 diabetes, providing an automated, 
full-day ketone tracking system that assists both patients, clinicians, and coaches.

● After more than three years of lab development and a successful clinical trial, BIOSENSE was launched 
to support in-home ketone testing. 



AceAmbassador Program

● Get $20 per device sold through April 30, 2020

● Each subsequent device sold after April will receive $15

● Payments will be made after $300 in commissions earned.

● Discount codes gives $20 off each BIOSENSE device passed along to your followers.



Getting Your Link 

● An automated discount code and BIOSENSE AceAmbassador link was sent to you through our 
affiliate platform, GrowthHero. Please use this link and code in all your correspondence to your 
audience. This way your referrals are treated as your leads.

●When approved as an AceAmbassador you received an AceAmbassador Acceptance email. Once 
registered links and a landing page wil be emailed and materials include:

● AceAmbassador Messaging

● AceAmbassador Guidebook

● BIOSENSE Email Templates & Tools



Benefits of Nutritional Ketosis
○ Mental Performance

■ Heightened focus and clarity 

■ Constant source of energy, instead of peaks and valleys of glucose

○ Physical Performance

■ Fat loss

■ Extended energy for exercise

■ Feelings of fullness/lack of food cravings

○ Psychological

■ Improved sense of well-being and emotional balance

○ Disease Prevention

■ Ketosis induces improved autophagy and apoptosis, which is how your body purges dead and 
underperforming cells to allow for new growth. This has innumerable benefits relating to disease 
prevention and longevity.



Type of Communication

● Blog Post
○ Blog post format, we recommend writing a product review so that you can 

highlight BIOSENSE while also informing your audience about ketones 
and their health benefits.

○ Including your affiliate link one or more times on blog posts could 
potentially  increase commissions earned. 

○ Example Product Blog Post Reviews For partners who have a mailing list, 
you will highlight the BIOSENSE brand in a dedicated email. To maximize 
your commissions, we’ll give you a limited time discount code to include 
in the email. This creates urgency for your audience. Our records are 
definitive that this dramatically increases commission revenue. Please 
include your affiliate link in all email promotions to your audience. To make 
this easy, we created email templates from our most successful 
campaigns. Feel free to use these as close as you like, or loosely for 
inspiration. 



Social Media #1 

■ Promote BIOSENSE on your Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram accounts. Post as if you are talking to 
someone who is hearing about BIOSENSE for the very first time. For this social media post, link your 
BIOSENSE blog post in your account bio. This is a great way to generate entries and increase your 
commissions. If you are an admin for a health-related Facebook group, make a post there as well. 



Podcast 

■  If you host a podcast, we will schedule and interview with co-founders Tim or Matt Ratto or our Head of 
Product, Trey Suntrup. We will provide their bio and Zoom information as well as URLs to link. In the 
show notes, you will include your affiliate link. Podcast interviews are a fantastic way to educate your 
audience about ketosis and introduce the BIOSENSE brand. Contact support@mybiosense.com to set up 
interviews. 

mailto:support@mybiosense.com


Social Media #2 

■ Mention that the BIOSENSE discount ends at midnight on Sunday in your social media posts. Use this as 
another opportunity to highlight the messaging about BIOSENSE. Once again, utilize all of your social 
media channels. 



Follow-up Email 

■ Send a last call email for the special discounted offer that ends at the end of the day. Refer to the Last 
Call Email template in the email template document. Also include your affiliate link with a call to action in 
this email. Refer to the Urgency template in the email template document. 



Standard Practice

●We recommend 2-3 emails in the first week

● Include your BIOSENSE affiliate link as part of your initial email then once per quarter using a variation 
of the email templates provided. 

●We will update you on all BIOSENSE news and product releases before they hit the market. 

● BIOSENSE loves making custom landing pages for our affiliates. We can use any of the email 
templates to direct your audience to an expiring, customized landing page. 



Your blog and website

● These are tremendous opportunities for affiliate promotion with BIOSENSE. Recipe Posts Include your 
affiliate link in all recipe posts and coordinate with us to make a co-branded recipe 

● Resources Reference BIOSENSE and include you affiliate link in any posts related to health, low-carb dieting, 
peak mental and physical performance, the ketogenic diet, and the like.

● The BIOSENSE website is designed to be a treasure trove of knowledge and you can incorporate our topics 
wherever you see fit! Our most popular posts are linked below.

● Summits and webinars 
● Website notifications- pop-ups, banners, signups, etc 
● Messaging



Check out our one-page guide to BIOSENSE messaging and highlights. 

BIOSENSE Value

Simplicity
Accuracy
Insights



Company Mission 

●We feel it’s important to share the origins of BIOSENSE so that you have context on where we came 
from and where we are headed. Check out our story. 

● For the person going low-carb/ketogenic for fat-loss, but asking what impacts the fat burn, we made 
BIOSENSE for you. 

● For the person going keto for peak mental performance but struggling to achieve ketosis, we made 
BIOSENSE for you. 

● For the clinician who wants to track the progress of nutritional ketosis of patients using our share 
feature, we made BIOSENSE for you. 



Essential Biomarker Tool

●We want the BIOSENSE device, app, and website to be a platform for the best resources available, 
and to start the health conversation. 

●Our biggest hope is that no matter what your particular goals are, you will use the results, information 
and knowledge on the BIOSENSE platform for your own health and others in your care. 

●We provide our community with an opportunity for lifelong learning and improved health and 
wellness outcomes! 


